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Abstract Data clustering is the process of dividing data

elements into different clusters in which elements in one

cluster have more similarity than those in other clusters.

Semi-supervised fuzzy clustering methods are used in various

applications. The available methods are based on fuzzy

C-Mean, kernel function, weight function and adaptive

function. The fuzzification coefficient is an important factor

that affects to the performance in these methods. In this

paper, we propose the improvements of semi-supervised

standard fuzzy C-Mean clustering (SSFCM) by using

multiple fuzzifiers to increase clusters quality. Two proposed

models, named as MCSSFC-P and MCSSFC-C, use different

fuzzifiers for each data point and for each cluster, respectively,

which are established in a form of optimal problems.

The values of fuzzifiers are updated to get the best values

of objective functions. Evaluations on different datasets

are performed. The numerical results show the higher

performance of our model than some related models.

Keywords Data clustering � Fuzzy clustering � Semi-

supervised fuzzy clustering � Multiple fuzzifiers

1 Introduction

Nowadays, fuzzy theory is applied into many kinds of

human life in various applications [32, 34]. Data clustering

is the process of grouping objects into different groups,

such that the objects in a group are more similar than those

in other groups. Data clustering can be separated into two

subgroups, including hard clustering and fuzzy clustering.

In hard clustering, each data point belongs to a unique

cluster, while in fuzzy clustering, each data point can

belong to many different clusters with a probability of that

data point to be in each cluster. In fuzzy clustering, Fuzzy

C-means clustering combining with support vector

machine is used in solving channel equalisation issue [19].

By integrating FCM, this model reduces the number of

parameters based on the comparison to other models. In

many cases, some additional information is provided by

users to guide the clustering progress. In this case, the

clustering algorithms are called the semi-supervised fuzzy

clustering algorithms [27, 29]. Data clustering techniques

have been applied in many areas such as document clas-

sification [11], logistics [25], dental radiographs segmen-

tation [31], medical image segmentation [1, 4, 12], risk

classification [44], etc. In satellite image processing, there

are many separate application areas, for example, classifi-

cation of vehicles participating in traffic [7], classification
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of satellite image to forecasting drought, flood, wildfire

[22, 36], etc.

There are several kinds of additional information in

semi-supervised fuzzy clustering: The constraints of must-

link and cannot-link (1); The labels of data (2); The pre-

defined membership degree (3). In the first one (1), the

former requires that two elements must be in the same

cluster. On the contrary, the latter shows that a couple of

elements cannot belong to a same cluster [17]. In the

second one (2), labels of a part of data are known but the

remaining are not. In the last one (3), the additional

information provides the membership degrees of data

points in dataset to achieve better clustering quality and to

focus on the objects that users need to orientate [30].

Thong [37] presented an overview of semi-supervised

fuzzy clustering algorithms showing the use of three kinds

of additional information in typical algorithms.

Being aware that fuzzification coefficient is an important

factor that affects the performance of fuzzy clustering, this

paper proposes the improvements of semi-supervised stan-

dard fuzzy C-Mean clustering (SSFCM) by using multiple

fuzzifiers to increase clusters quality. Two proposed models,

named as MCSSFC-P and MCSSFC-C, use different fuzzi-

fiers for each data point and for each cluster, respectively,

which are established in a form of optimal problems. The

values of fuzzifiers are updated to get the best values of

objective functions. Evaluations on different datasets are

performed. The numerical results show the higher perfor-

mance of our model than some related models.

2 Related Works

In this section, an overview of semi-supervised fuzzy

clustering methods is given. Some related concepts are also

presented in this part.

2.1 Researches of Semi-supervised Fuzzy Clustering

Algorithms

Many researches of semi-supervised fuzzy clustering

algorithms based on FCM [5] are introduced by different

approaches. These methods combined some classic methods,

such as kernel function, weight function, adaptive function, etc.

2.1.1 Semi-supervised Fuzzy Clustering Based on Multiple

Kernel Function

Frigul et al. [13] examined the existing fuzzy kernel clustering

algorithms. This research provided an overview of unsuper-

vised algorithms and semi-supervised algorithms that incor-

porated partial supervision into the objective function to control

the optimization process. Huang et al. [18] shown that most

efforts along with this direction have been used in supervised

learning, support vector classification and regression.

In [28], an algorithm of semi-supervised fuzzy cluster-

ing based on multi-kernel function was proposed. This

algorithm improved land classification performance by

using a function that combines multiple kernels, in which

each kernel had a different weight for each attribute.

Kanzawa [20] also proposed a semi-supervised fuzzy

clustering approach by modifying differential kernel

matrices. This method improved FCM algorithm by using

an unknown kernel function and controlling the entropy to

use soft constraints. The experiments have shown the

higher performance of this method comparing with other

methods. Apart from the advantages of high clustering

quality, the limitation of this algorithm is the process of

parameter estimation of the kernels. The calculation of

parameters depended on the initialization of original val-

ues. Salehi et al. [33] presented a semi-supervised multiple

kernel fuzzy clustering based on entropy and relative

entropy. In this method, the entropy coefficient and

divergence measure of entropy are applied in place of the

generator for the unsupervised part and the corresponding

geometric distance measurement for the semi-supervised

part by highlighting the combination of unsupervised and

semi-supervised sections explicitly.

2.1.2 Safe Semi-supervised Fuzzy Clustering

Gan et al. [14] proposed a safe semi-supervised clustering

method with weight function. First, the algorithm used

unsupervised clustering method to partition the datasets

and defined the difference matrix to calculate the safety

reliability of each labelled sample. It is assumed that a

correctly clustered sample must have a high level of cer-

tainty. Then, the algorithm built a graph-based regular-

ization term to model the relationship among the labelled

samples and unlabelled samples based on clustering results.

This graph-based regularization term enabled the predic-

tions of the labelled samples to approximate those of the

local homogeneous neighbours. It is expected that the risk

of labelled samples will be reduced. This algorithm

actively takes advantage of labelled patterns by limiting the

appropriate output to the specified class labels.

Another safe semi-supervised fuzzy clustering method

based on FCM also was proposed by Gan [16]. This

method has carefully uncovered trademark errors by tying

the appropriate predictions to those due to the unsupervised

subset. In the meantime, predictions of other marked pat-

terns for certain labels may be accessible. Therefore, it is

expected that labelled samples will be safely examined by

the balance between the unattended subgroup and the semi-

supervised subgroup. From the experimental results, the

proposed algorithm can yield better results than FCM.
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However, this method still has some limitations, including

the inability to deal with pair constraints, and the high risk

of labelled samples and unlabelled samples. Gan et al. [15]

also proposed a method of safe semi-supervised clustering

with confidence-weighted. This model aimed to determine

the safety of each sample because in the dataset, each

sample had a different effect on the performance of the

model. It means that a sample with high accuracy clus-

tering results is highly reliable. With 3 phases of imple-

mentation, the model determined that the labelled samples

would be exploited safely. The performance of this method

was compared with the unsupervised and semi-supervised

clustering methods on selected datasets.

2.1.3 Semi-supervised Fuzzy Clustering Based on Adaptive

Function

Casalino et al. [8] developed a semi-supervised fuzzy

clustering algorithm based on FCM that integrated the

adaptive function and data stream classification. The

algorithm used a dynamic component to estimate the

required number of clusters based on data distribution and

used FCM to find optimal results, then. In another

approach, Yu et al. [43] proposed the method of constraint

propagation based on transitive closure using the bridging

operator and affinity propagation to solve the first con-

straint. Then, a semi-supervised clustering framework

based on a random subspace with a set of confidence

coefficients was proposed to address the second constraint.

Next, the adaptive semi-supervised clustering aggregation

framework was introduced to address the third constraint.

The optimal subspace set was found by a new adaptive

process. The experimental results of this research direction

are better than related researches. However, the computa-

tional volume of the algorithm is large with multiple steps.

This increased processing time, especially for large data-

sets. Cai et al. [6] presented an adaptive method of object

selection to apply the semi-supervised fuzzy clustering.

Experimental results show that adaptive method of object

selection applied in semi-supervised fuzzy clustering can

improve clustering performance.

Some other methods using neural networks are sug-

gested by Arshad et al. [2], Arshad et al. [3]. These

methods mostly related to FCM and selective fusion

techniques. At first, the algorithm divided the dataset into

separated parts, including unlabelled data, properly label-

led data, and incorrectly labelled data. Then, the FCM

method was used to cluster all the data. Clustering results

were included in the attribute selection process to give the

final results. This method increased the accuracy of clas-

sification but it was not considering the relationship

between attributes. Following the approach of Śmieja et al.

[35], a neural network framework for semi-supervised

clustering with paired constraints (must-link or cannot-

link) was proposed. In this framework, the semi-supervised

clustering was consisted of two phases. In the first phase,

two Siamese neural networks were used to identify pairs of

unlabelled points. In second phase, based on a supervised

neural network, clustering process was performed with the

use of full paired data set generated in previous phase.

Extensive experiments on different data sets showed the

high efficiency of the proposed method. In [25], a method

has been given to solve two problems in semi-supervised

clustering, including (1) to improve the clustering process

by discriminative feature; (2) to improve the clustering

efficiency by using labelled data and unlabelled data. This

method was based on deep learning combined with semi-

supervised learning to improve the efficiency of the semi-

supervised cluster. The experimental results showed the

high efficiency of the proposed method.

Kumar et al. [23] developed a semi-supervised cluster-

ing method for dental radiographs segmentation. This

approach used Otsu’s method to divide the dental X-Ray

image into background and foreground regions. Then used

FCM algorithm and proposed algorithm to increase effi-

ciency for clustering method. In the semi-supervised rough

fuzzy Laplacian Eigenmaps [26], a set of semi-supervised

fuzzy similarity particles was constructed to describe the

similarity between samples based on the rules that homo-

geneous samples have higher similarity than heterogeneity

sample. This method also evaluated the similarity of two

samples on the same class. A Laplace proximity diagram

and a class-based neighbourhood diagram were created to

describe the topological structure among patterns and

between each pattern and its prototype. This ensures that

homogeneous samples in a space with lower dimensions

were mapped closer and more compactly around the pro-

totypes. The recommended method provided high classi-

fication accuracy and data visualization comparing to some

related semi-supervised methods

[6, 9, 10, 24, 27, 33, 38–41].

2.2 Semi-supervised Standard Fuzzy C-Mean

clustering (SSFCM) algorithm

In the research of Semi-supervised Standard Fuzzy C-Mean

clustering, SSFCM was introduced by Yasunori et al. [42]

using pre-defined membership degree U. In this method,

the membership degree U was integrated in the objective

function of FCM to improve the clustering performance of

the algorithm. The objective function is formed as below:

J U;Vð Þ ¼
XN

i¼1

XC

j¼1

uij � uij
�� ��m Xi � Vj

�� ��2! min
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The main steps of SSFCM are presented in Table 1

below.

2.3 Fuzzy C-Mean Clustering with Multiple

Fuzzifiers Algorithm (MC-FCM)

Khang et al. [21] proposed a new fuzzy clustering algo-

rithm using different fuzzifiers for each data point to

increase the quality of the cluster. The main idea of this

method is using multiple fuzzifiers instead of unique

fuzzification coefficient in the FCM. Multiple fuzzifiers

(mi) can be defined by (1). When mi are equal, the MCFCM

algorithm is the FCM algorithm.

mi ¼ m1 þ m2 � m1ð Þ Si � Smin
Smax � Smin

� �a

; i ¼ 1;N; ð1Þ

where m1, m2 is the lower and upper boundary of mi

(1 B m1 B m2); a is an exponent parameter;

Si ¼
PN=C

j¼1 Dij.; Dij ¼ Xi � Xj

�� �� 8i; j ¼ 1;N
� �

;

Smax ¼ maxi2N Sið Þ. Smin ¼ mini2N Sið Þ.
The main steps of MC-FCM are presented as in Table 2

below.

3 Methods

Based on the advantages of additional information in semi-

supervised clustering from SSFCM and the advantages of

multiple fuzzifiers from MC-FCM, in this paper, we pro-

pose two improvements of the semi-supervised standard

fuzzy C-Mean clustering algorithm by using multiple

fuzzifiers for data point and for cluster to increase clusters

quality. The main idea of these methods is using SSFCM

with multiple fuzzifiers instead of one fuzzifier. In this

research, mathematical models in the optimal problem

form are introduced. Two novel algorithms are named as

the Semi-supervised fuzzy clustering algorithm with mul-

tiple point fuzzifiers (MCSSFC-P) and Semi-supervised

fuzzy clustering model with multiple cluster fuzzifiers

(MCSSFC-C). The details of two these algorithms are

presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

3.1 Semi-supervised Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm

with Multiple Point Fuzzifiers (MCSSFC-P)

By applying SSFCM algorithm in the case of using mul-

tiple fuzzifiers, MCSSFC-P is formed as an optimal prob-

lem with the objective function (2):

J U;Vð Þ ¼
XN

i¼1

XC

j¼1
uij � uij

�� ��mi� Xi � Vj

�� ��2! min

ð2Þ

and the constraints:

Table 1 Semi-supervised standard fuzzy C-mean clustering algorithm

Input The dataset X including N data elements X1;X2; ::;XNf g; number of clusters C; membership degree U; threshold e and maximum

iteration MaxStep[ 0

Output Matrices U and V

SSFCM

1: t ¼ 0

2: Initialize random value for Vt

3: Repeat

3.1: t ¼ t þ 1

3.2: Calculate Ut with 2 cases:

If m ¼ 1: uij ¼
uij þ 1 �

PC
k¼1 uik i ¼ argðmin

k
Xi � Vj

�� ��2Þ

uij i 6¼ argðmin
k

Xi � Vj

�� ��2Þ

8
<

: ; i ¼ 1;N; j ¼ 1;C

If m[ 1: uij ¼ uij þ 1 �
PC

k¼1 uik

� 	 1

Xi�Vjk k

� � 2
m�1

PC

k¼1

1

Xi�Vkk k

� 	 2
m�1

; i ¼ 1;N; j ¼ 1;C

3.3

Calculate Vt by equation Vj ¼
PN

i¼1
uij�u

ij

���
���
m

Xi

PN

i¼1
uij�u

ij

���
���
m ; j ¼ 1;C

3.4: Until V tð Þ � V t�1ð Þ�� ��� e or t[MaxStep
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uij 2 0; 1½ �;
XC

j¼1
uij ¼ 1; 8i

¼ 1;N; uij 2 0; 1½ �;
XC

j¼1
uij � 1; 8i

¼ 1;N

ð3Þ

Additional information is defined via the results of FCM

algorithm. Based on that, the pre-defined membership

degrees are calculated by using (4). If a part of data is

labelled, based on the label of these samples, membership

degrees are defined by using (5).

uij ¼
u

FCMð Þ
ij ; when u

FCMð Þ
ij ¼ maxj¼1;C u

FCMð Þ
ij

� 	

0; when u
FCMð Þ
ij 6¼ maxj¼1;C u

FCMð Þ
ij

� 	

8
<

: i

¼ 1;N; j ¼ 1;C

ð4Þ

uij ¼
1; when Xilabelj

0; otherwise



; i ¼ 1;N; j ¼ 1;C ð5Þ

In order to solve optimal problem (2)–(3), we use

Lagrange multiplier method. Then, we have

L¼
XN

i¼1

XC

j¼1
uij�uij
�� ��mi Xi�Vj

�� ��2�
XN

i¼1

ki
XC

j¼1

uij�1

 !

ð6Þ

Taking the derivation of L by Vj, we get

oJ

oVj
¼ �2

XN

i¼1
umi
ij uij � uij
�� �� Xi � Vj

� �
¼ 0 ð7Þ

From Eq. (7), cluster centres Vj are defined by

Vj ¼
PN

i¼1 uij � uij
�� ��miXiPN

i¼1 uij � uij
�� ��mi

; j ¼ 1;C ð8Þ

On the other hand, taking the derivation of L by uij, we

get

oL

ouij
¼ mi uij � uij

� �mi�1
Xi � Vj

�� ��2�ki ¼ 0 ð9Þ

From Eqs. (3) and (9), membership degrees uij are cal-

culated using (10):

uij ¼ uij þ 1 �
XC

j¼1
uij

� 	 1

Xi�Vjk k

� � 2
mi�1

PC
j¼1

1

Xi�Vjk k

� � 2
mi�1

; i ¼ 1;N; j

¼ 1;C

ð10Þ

The general diagram of MCSSFC-P is shown in Fig. 1

below.

In MCSSFC-P algorithm, input data and parameters are

used to define fuzzifiers for each data sample by Eq. (1).

Using these fuzzifiers, SSFCM algorithm is implemented

to determine centres of clusters and membership degree

matrix. From general diagram, the specific steps of

MCSSFC-P are given as in Table 3 below.

3.2 Semi-supervised Fuzzy Clustering Model

with Multiple Cluster Fuzzifiers (MCSSFC-C)

In fuzzy clustering, the fuzzifier represents the uncertainty

of the data. In fuzzy clustering algorithms and the mostly

standard fuzzy semi-supervised clustering algorithms, the

fuzzy parameter (called fuzzifier also) is a constant value

for all data sample (denoted by m and usually chosen as 2).

Normally, this parameter is chosen based on the experience

and is constant to all data samples. However, this param-

eter represents for the uncertainty of data sample belonging

Table 2 Fuzzy C-Mean Clustering with Multiple Fuzzifiers algorithm

Input The dataset X including N data elements X1;X2; ::;XNf g; number of clusters C; fuzzifiers mi (i ¼ 1;N); threshold e and maximum

iteration MaxStep[ 0

Output Matrices U and V

MCFCM

1 t ¼ 0

2 Initialize random value for Vt

3 Repeat

3.1 t ¼ t þ 1

3.2 Calculate Ut by equation uij ¼ þ 1

PC

k¼1

Xi�Vjk k
Xi�Vkk k

� 	 2
mi�1

; i ¼ 1;N; j ¼ 1;C

3.3
Calculate Vt by equation Vj ¼

PN

i¼1
u
mi
ij
XiPN

i¼1
u
mi
ij

; j ¼ 1;C

3.4 Until V tð Þ � V t�1ð Þ�� ��� e or t[MaxStep
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to clusters. In fact, each data sample has the own uncer-

tainty degree. The constant value of fuzzifier is not suit-

able in clustering process. In practice, however, each data

sample exists a different degree of uncertainty. This affects

to the uncertainty of the clusters. The more uncertainty data

points a cluster has, the higher the uncertainty is. In the

case of using a constant value of fuzzifiers for all data

samples, objective function is presented by

J U;Vð Þ ¼
XN

k¼1

XC

j¼1
uij

�� ��m� Xk � Vj

�� ��2! min ð11Þ

Because the data samples in a cluster have a certain

similarity, we propose the membership function for the

cluster (uj) based on the membership function of the

samples and the number of samples in that cluster at the

time of consideration. Let Cj be the set of samples in the jth

cluster, we have

uj ¼
P

XieCj
uij

Cj

�� �� ; j ¼ 1;C ð12Þ

The objective function (11) achieves the minimum if

and only if

uij ¼
1

PC
k¼1

Xi�Vjk k
Xi�Vkk k

� � 2
m�1

; i ¼ 1;N; j ¼ 1;C ð13Þ

Thus, provided that the jth cluster has a membership

function uj, then from (12) and (13), we get

uj ¼
1

Cj

�� ��
X

xi2Xj

1

PC
k¼1

Xi�Vjk k
Xi�Vkk k

� � 2
m�1

; j ¼ 1;C ð14Þ

Each cluster will also have a corresponding fuzzy

parameter. Usually, the value of fuzzifier is chosen based

on the experience without general formula. This is easy to

see, the selection of m is only an approximation. Therefore,

it is not feasible to find a formula to calculate the exact

fuzzifier m.

In our research, we use different values of fuzzifier

(called as multiple fuzzifiers) for each data point in

MCSSFC-P or each cluster in MCSSFC-C. From the initial

values, the multiple fuzzifiers may be updated in iterations

to get the optimal values of objective function. From for-

mula (14), considering as the approximate case, we have

Begin Data and 

Calculate mi using (1)

t=0  

Initialize V(t)

t=t+1 

Define U(t) by (9) 

Define V(t) by (7)

or 

U, V, J End

F 

T 

Begin Data and 

Calculate mi using (1)

t=0  

Initialize V(t)

t=t+1 

Define U(t) by (9) 

Define V(t) by (7)

or 

U, V, J End

F 

T 

Fig. 1 General diagram of MCSSFC-P algorithm

Table 3 Semi-supervised fuzzy clustering algorithm with multiple point fuzzifiers

Input The dataset X including N data elements X1;X2; ::;XNf g, number of clusters C, pre-defined membership degree U, fuzzifiers mi

(i ¼ 1;N); threshold e, maximum iteration MaxStep[ 0

Output Matrices U and V

MCSSFC-P

1 t ¼ 0

2 Initialize random value for Vt

3 Repeat

3.1 t ¼ t þ 1

3.2 Calculate Ut using Eq. (9)

3.3 Calculate Vt using Eq. (7)

3.4 Until V tð Þ � V t�1ð Þ�� ��� e or t[MaxStep
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mj ¼ 1 þ 2

log uj þ log Cj

�� �� ; j ¼ 1;C ð15Þ

The mj computed by (15) satisfies the condition that the

fuzzifier must be greater than or equal to 1. Apart from that,

the fuzzifier needs to satisfy the condition inversely pro-

portional to the value of the membership function. This is

true of formula (15) because the larger the membership

function of the cluster, the less uncertainty there is. Hence,

the fuzzifier value is small and vice versa. With fuzzy

cluster parameters, now the fuzzy membership function

from formula (14) is replaced by formula (16) with fuzzi-

fiers for each cluster.

uj ¼
1

Cj

�� ��
X

Xi2Cj

1

PC
k¼1

Xi�Vjk k
Xi�Vkk k

� �2= mj�1ð Þ ; j ¼ 1;C ð16Þ

Based on the formula (12), membership degree of the jth

cluster is uj 2
�

1
c ; 1
	

. Then, we have

log
Xj

�� ��
c

\ log uj þ log Xj

�� ��\ log Xj

�� ��

The value of fuzzifier parameter of the jth cluster

satisfies

1 þ 2

log Xj

�� ��\mj\1 þ 2

log
Xjj j
c

However, since the model is very sensitive when the

fuzzifier changes, it is recommended to use one parameter

to adjust the fuzzifier value. Moreover, increasing or

decreasing the domain of values can give the highest

accuracy. In our situation, the new objective function for

the semi-supervised fuzzy algorithm with multiple fuzzifier

values of clusters (mj) will be

J U;Vð Þ ¼
XN

i¼1

XC

j¼1
uij � uij

�� ��a�mj� Xi � Vj

�� ��2! min

ð17Þ

Alpha coefficient is included to be flexible in adjusting

the effects of fuzzy parameters. Because the algorithm is

very sensitive to the change of the parameter mj, we need to

ensure to get the optimal target function after each loop.

Hence, in each iteration, the values of the fuzzy parameters

will be updated if the following condition is met:

J tð Þ � J t�1ð Þ�� ��\e ð18Þ

In the case of changing, the new fuzzy parameters mj is

used to update the values in U and V as below.

Vj ¼
PN

i¼1 uij � uij
�� ��mj�XiPN

i¼1 uij � uij
�� ��mj

; j ¼ 1;C ð19Þ

When the fuzzifier mj the value of the membership

function is calculated by the following formula:

uij ¼ uij þ 1 �
XC

k¼1
uik

� 	 1
Xi�Vj

� 	 2
mj�1

PC
k¼1

1
Xi�Vk

� 	 2
mj�1

; i ¼ 1;N; j

¼ 1;C

ð20Þ

In which, pre-defined membership degree (uij) in this

algorithm is calculated according to the data. If the data set

has no labelled data, the values of uij are computed as

follows:

uij ¼
uij uij ¼ max

k¼1;C
uikð Þ

0 uij 6¼ max
k¼1;C

uikð Þ

2
4 ; i ¼ 1;N; j ¼ 1;C ð21Þ

With labelled data, the values of uij are defined as

follows:

uij ¼
1 i is labelled class j

0 otherwise

�
; i ¼ 1;N; j ¼ 1;C ð22Þ

From the above analysis, the paper proposes a semi-

supervised fuzzy clustering algorithm with multiple fuzzi-

fiers for clusters (MCSSFC-C, Fig. 2). In this approach, the

initial values of fuzzifiers for all clusters are equal, m0
j = 2

for all j = 1,…, C. During clustering, this parameter will

only change when condition (18) is satisfied. This means

that only fuzzifier updates for clusters when clustering

results in the next iteration are better than in the previous

iteration. This is the key point of the proposed algorithm. In

the worst case, all fuzzifier changes do not yield better

clustering results. The proposed algorithm will become the

SSFCM algorithm.

3.3 Numerical examples to illustrate the steps

of the algorithm

To illustrate the proposed algorithm MCSSFC-C, we give

an example with 10 data samples, 4 attributes and 2 clus-

ters as shown in Table 4.

Numerical examples performed on the data set are

shown in Table 4 with 10 data samples clustered in 2

classes.

The values obtained by this process are m1 = 7.0616;

m2 = 3.993 based on formula (5) and U1 = 0.9345;

U2 = 0.9501 based on formula (6). The process in Table 5

is repeated until the stop condition is satisfied.

Figure 3 describes the data distribution and clustering

results in a 3-dimensional space.
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3.4 Discussions

The goal of calculating fuzzifiers values for the cluster is to

optimize the objective function. In the worst case, the

fuzzifiers do not change. It means that fuzzifiers for the

clusters are always equal to the initial initialization value

mj ¼ 2. Then, the accuracy of MCSSFC-C is equivalent to

that of SSFCM. The advantage of the proposed algorithm is

to find fuzzifiers for each cluster. This is more suitable than

using only one fuzzifier for all data sets.

It can be seen that the computational complexity of the

proposed algorithm includes the complexity of steps 1 to 7

in Table 3. Including the complexity of the FCM algorithm

O(T1ndc
2) and in each loop: Update the fuzzy membership

function U by Eqs. (10) or (11), update the V by Eq. (9),

calculate J (U, V) by Eq. (7), update the fuzzy parameters

and check for stop condition has a computational com-

plexity O(ndc2) and calculate potential fuzzy parameters

for each cluster by Eq. (5) and cluster fuzzy membership

by Eq. (6) has a computational complexity O(2ndc2).

Therefore, the computational complexity of MCSSFC-C

algorithm is O(3T2ndc
2). T1 and T2 are the number of

iterations of FCM and MCSSFC-C, respectively.

T

T

F

F

t=t+1 

Calculate U(t) by (20)

Calculate V(t) by (19)

Calculate mj(t) by (15)

Calculate J(t) using mi(t)

Begin Data and 
Parameters 

t=0  

Initialize V(t)

U, V, J End

Update  mj =  mj(t)

or 

Fig. 2 Semi-supervised fuzzy clustering algorithm with multiple

cluster fuzzifiers

Table 4 The data illustrate the proposed algorithm

No. a b c d Label

1 6 2.2 5 1.5 1

2 7.2 3 5.8 1.6 1

3 6.3 2.8 5.1 1.5 1

4 6.1 2.6 5.6 1.4 1

5 6.7 2.5 5.8 1.8 1

6 6.3 2.3 4.4 1.3 2

7 5.6 3 4.1 1.3 2

8 5.5 2.5 4 1.3 2

9 5.5 2.6 4.4 1.2 2

10 6.1 3 4.6 1.4 2

Table 5 The process of define membership matrix and centres of

clusters

V1 6.0405 2.9237 4.5839 1.3916

V2 6.2660 2.7426 5.2402 1.4885

Fig. 3 Data distribution and clusters in 3-dimensional space
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Although when the number of samples approaches

infinity, the computational complexity between the SSFCM

algorithm and MCSSFC-C is equivalent. Compared with

the SSFCM algorithm, the MCSSFC-C algorithm adds

steps 4 and 6. These steps will allow the algorithm to try on

many different fuzzifiers values, leading to slower con-

vergence of this algorithm due to the need to calculate and

test the optimal conditions for choosing fuzzy parameters.

MCSSFC-C algorithm will have 3 times higher in com-

puting complexity than SSFCM algorithms. Thus, in the

actual test, the MCSSFC-C algorithm runs slower than the

SSFCM algorithm.

In this research, we proposed two improvements of

SSFCM model, including MCSSFC-P model and

MCSSFC-C model with some main advantages as below:

• MCSSFC-P is an extension of SSFCM algorithm in the

case of using fuzzifiers for each data sample. Additional

information is provided by experts or based on the

previous analyses. This information will increase the

accuracy of clustering. Using additional information,

the different values of fuzzifiers are flexibly defined for

each sample based on its membership degree, instead of

using a fixed fuzzifier for all samples in SSFCM.

• MCSSFC-C defines the values of fuzzifiers for each

cluster. This reduces the time computing comparing

with that of MCSSFC-P. Moreover, the samples in the

same cluster having the same fuzzifiers will increase

the performance of this model.

However, MCSSFC-C still have some limitations,

including

• The values of fuzzifier parameters in MCSSFC-C are

defined mainly based on the experiences of our research

team.

• The analyses of types of data that are suitable to the

proposals in this paper are not complete.

4 Experimental Results

We have been using the Dell laptop with Core i5 processor

for implementing the algorithms in MATLAB 2014. In the

evaluation, we use both two-label datasets and multi-label

datasets. The two-label datasets are three benchmark

datasets (Wine, Iris, Breath, Liver, Diabetes, Arrhythmia

datasets) taken from the benchmark UCI Machine Learning

Repository in Table 6.

The experiment of data classification on algorithms

SSFCM [42], MCSSFC-P (taken according to each data

point) and MCSSFC-C (MCSSFC taken according to each

data cluster) in both cases: Using label data and not using

label data to calculate the supplementary membership

function values. Experimental parameters include eps =

0.001, Maxstep = 1000 and alpha = 1.0. Indexes Davies-

Bouldin (DB), PBM, Partition Coefficient (PC) and Clas-

sification Entropy (CE) are used to evaluate the effective-

ness of the algorithms. Furthermore, the accuracy (Acc) of

classification results is also assessed by the percentage of

the number of samples correctly classified to the total

sample of the dataset. In which, Acc1: calculated on data

know labels; Acc2: calculated on the all dataset.

Remote sensing images in 2 regions (a and b) of BacDa,

Hoabinh with size 515 9 515 are used for the experiment

(see Fig. 4). With the parameters for the algorithms set up

as above, the remote sensing image data are classified in 4

classes corresponding to 4 different types of land covers.

Remote sensing image data are classified according to 4

classes.

4.1 Experimental Results on the Benchmark UCI

Datasets

Label data were obtained at the rate of 10% on experi-

mental data set. The supplementary membership function is

calculated from the labelled data. Table 7 shows the values

of the indexes used to evaluate cluster quality of the

SSFCM, SSFC-FS [38], MCSSFC-P and MCSSFC-C

Table 6 Experimental datasets No. Dataset No. of attributes No. of instances No. of labels

1 Wine quality 11 1599 6

2 Iris 4 150 3

3 Breast 9 680 2

4 Liver 10 4156 2

5 Diabetes 5 390 2

6 Arrhythmia 36 452 13
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Fig. 4 Remote sensing image data

Table 7 Experimental results

on datasets using labelled data
Dataset Method DB- PBM? CE- PC? ACC1? ACC2?

Wine SSFCM 1.34 13.75 0.5176 0.7397 0.95 0.89

SSFC-FS 1.29 17.37 0.5175 0.7299 0.95 0.90

MCSSFC-P 1.03 19.67 0.5173 0.7401 0.97 0.91

MCSSFC-C 2.23 16.27 0.5174 0.7464 0.96 0.90

Iris SSFCM 4.76 0.73 0.3632 0.7902 0.92 0.87

SSFC-FS 4.47 0.78 0.3528 0.7827 0.89 0.88

MCSSFC-P 4.79 0.85 0.3425 0.8037 0.97 0.89

MCSSFC-C 3.27 1.27 0.3951 0.8009 0.98 0.89

Breast SSFCM 7.76 2.48 0.2143 0.8927 0.97 0.90

SSFC-FS 6.37 4.25 0.2093 0.8982 0.97 0.91

MCSSFC-P 5.76 3.24 0.2049 0.9027 0.97 0.92

MCSSFC-C 9.36 5.26 0.1973 0.9127 0.99 0.92

Liver SSFCM 3.44 229.70 0.1726 0.9241 0.93 0.78

SSFC-FS 3.27 528.93 0.1627 0.9536 0,94 0.81

MCSSFC-P 2.99 707.26 0.1532 0.9673 0.96 0.83

MCSSFC-C 4.26 607.27 0.1627 0.9325 0.95 0.87

Diabetes SSFCM 2.43 456.38 0.2143 0.8937 0.93 0.86

SSFC-FS 2.41 492.89 0.1982 0.8927 0.94 0.87

MCSSFC-P 2.33 524.37 0.1726 0.9207 0.93 0.87

MCSSFC-C 1.89 501.28 0.1827 0.9342 0.94 0.88

Arrhythmia SSFCM 2.93 503.39 0.2479 0.0873 0.84 0.79

SSFC-FS 2.89 512.93 0.2483 0.0903 0.88 0.81

MCSSFC-P 3.43 533.76 0.2467 0.0892 0.90 0.82

MCSSFC-C 2.37 502.36 0.2342 0.0932 0.89 0.83

Good value of each dataset on measure
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algorithms using labelled data. SSFCM and SSFC-FS use a

constant value of fuzzifier, while MCSSFC-P and

MCSSFC-C use multiple fuzzifier in clustering progress.

By using DB and PBM indices, MCSSFC-C algorithm

achieved the highest accuracy at 3/6 datasets, followed by

MCSSFC-P algorithm with 3/6 datasets. With CE index,

MCSSFC-P algorithm achieved the highest accuracy at 4/6

datasets, followed by MCSSFC-C algorithm with 2/6

datasets. With PC index, MCSSFC-C algorithm achieved

the highest accuracy at 4/6 datasets, followed by MCSSFC-

P algorithm with 2/6 datasets. With ACC1 index,

MCSSFC-C algorithm achieved the highest accuracy at 3/6

datasets, followed by MCSSFC-P algorithm with 3/6

datasets. SSFC-FS gets the best result of ACC1 on Dia-

betes dataset. With ACC2 index, MCSSFC-C algorithm

achieved the highest accuracy at 3/6 datasets, followed by

MCSSFC-P algorithm with 1/6 datasets. The results of

ACC2 obtained by applying two proposed algorithms are

equal on 2/6 datasets, including Iris and Breast.

Based on results in Table 7 on 6 datasets (Wine, Iris,

Breast, Liver, Diabetes and Arrhythmia) and 6 assessment

indicators (DB, PBM, CE. PC, ACC1 and ACC2) of cluster

quality with 36 comparisons, the best results are mainly

obtained by using MCSSFC-P and MCSSFC-P. Both the

proposed algorithms achieved the best 19/36 times. SSFC-

FS gets the best result only once. It means that the

algorithms with multiple fuzzifiers get the higher cluster

quality.

4.2 Experimental Results on the Remote Sensing

Image Data

In these experiments, additional information is defined

from the results of the FCM. The number of clusters is

chosen as 4. Figures 5 and 6 show the two original images

and clustered images by using SSFCM, MCSSFC-P and

MCSSFC-C, respectively.

Apart from illustrating by the images above, the validity

indices are also calculated and are given in Table 8 below.

Fig. 5 Result of remote sensing image classification on image 1: a) Color image; b) SSFCM; c) MCSSFC-P and d) MCSSFC-C

Fig. 6 Result of remote sensing image classification on images 2: a) Color image; b) SSFCM; c) MCSSFC-P and d) MCSSFC-C

Table 8 Experimental results on image datasets

Images Method DB- PBM? CE- PC?

Image 1 SSFCM 38.5467 2.11E-06 0.7836 0.5855

MCSSFC-P 38.1875 1.88E-06 0.1074 0.9287

MCSSFC-C 37.9630 2.12E-06 0.1177 0.9316

Image 2 SSFCM 43.3027 1.84E-06 0.8002 0.5739

MCSSFC-P 42.1076 1.94E-06 0.1654 0.9090

MCSSFC-C 42.1704 2.02E-06 0.1260 0.9256

Good value of each dataset on measure
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Based on the values in Table 8, MCSSFC-P and

MCSSFC-C give better results than SSFCM in most cases.

The values of PBM, PC obtained by MCSSFC-C are

highest on both selected images. With values DB,

MCSSFC-C still gets the best result on Image 1 and

MCSSFC-P gets the best result on Image 2. With values

CE, MCSSFC-C still gets the best result on Image 2 and

MCSSFC-P gets the best result on Image 1.

The values of fuzzifiers obtained by applying MCSSFC-

C on these images are presented in Table 9.

In both Tables 8 and 9, the experimental results show

that the use of multiple fuzzy parameters (MCSSFC-P and

MCSSFC-C algorithms) can improve the accuracy of

clustering results compared to using only one fuzzifier

(SSFCM algorithm).

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed two improvements of semi-

supervised standard fuzzy C-Mean clustering by using

multiple fuzzifiers. The contributions of this research

include (i) to improve clustering quality in SSFCM by

using different fuzzifiers for each data point (MCSSFC-P);

(ii) to improve clustering quality and reduce the run time

by using different fuzzifiers for each data cluster

(MCSSFC-C); (iii) to implement two of these improve-

ments on UCI datasets and remote sensing images to

evaluate the performance of proposed models and compare

these models to other related models.

The results evaluated on indicators (DB, PBM, CE, PC

and Acc) show that the proposed method can give better

clustering results in most of the indicators used. Mean-

while, algorithm MCSSFC-C reached, respectively, 19/36;

MCSSFC-P algorithm reached 19/36, respectively. From

the experimental results on remote sensing image data, it

can be seen that MCSSFC-C algorithm gives better clas-

sification results than other algorithms based on PBM, PC

indexes. With the above results, it can be confirmed that the

use of many fuzzy parameters can improve the quality of

data clustering.

From the experimental results, different clusters or data

samples will have different levels of uncertainty, the

advantage of the proposed algorithm can give fuzzy

parameters for each cluster or point. This provides greater

precision than just using one fuzzifier for all data sets.

However, the proposed algorithm with the addition of steps

to find fuzzifier values leads to greater computational

complexity and more time.

In the next studies, we will develop an algorithm to

consider the effects of fuzzy coefficients for each cluster

and data sample. Moreover, we also improve the algorithm

for multiple fuzzifiers based on 3-dimensional functions,

depending on U, V and X. Improving the algorithm for

multiple fuzzifiers with mixed complementary information,

including Label, Constraints, Membership, Fuzzifiers.

Furthermore, the optimal parameters of the proposed

algorithms can be determined by meta-heuristicsalgorithms

such as GA, PSO, etc.
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